Abstract-It is well known that some time-token medium access protocols for local area networks (LANs) like the IEEE 802.4 token bus and the FDDI token ring can guarantee the medium access delay for time-constrained packets. However, a problem which has been largely overlooked is how these protocols can be made to provide a maximum throughput for nontime-constrained packets while guaranteeing the delay bound of time-constrained packets. We first show how the parameters of the IEEE 802.4 token bus and the FDDI token ring can be set to solve the above problem. Then, we design a new timer mechanism for the timed-token protocols which provides the highest guaranteed throughput of nontime-constrained packets among a set of medium access protocols called the token passing protocol, to which most of the existing non-contention LAN protocols belong. We present numerical examples to compare different protocols, all of which have shown the superiority of the proposed protocol to the others.
The second category deals with the so-called hard realtime communication problem, in which all time-constrained packets are required to be delivered before their deadlines. This kind of service is essential for critical real-time systems, such as aircraft and nuclear power plants, and is feasible due to the predictability of most real-time traffic. For example, the packets associated with feedback signals in real-time control systems are determined by the number of sensors and the sampling periods. The traffic of packetized voice is bounded above by the number of voice channels that the network is designed to support. Similarly, the maximum traffic of alarm signals is bounded by the number of alarm sources and the maximum alarm frequencies, which are unlikely to occupy a large portion of the network bandwidth.' So, it is common practice to make a priori assumptions about the amount of the time-constrained traffic and to require that all time-constrained packets be transmitted before their deadlines. This paper will address exclusively the problem of hard realtime communication in the presence of nontime-constrained packets. Guaranteeing service to the nontime-constrained packets is a problem which as been largely overlooked in the study of real-time communications. Different types of packets in a computer network may have different service requirements. Time-constrained (or real-time) packets, such as alarm signals, packetized voice, and the information to be used for real-time control, must reach the destination before certain deadlines. There are also other packets in the network, like those related to file transfer, e-mail, fax, and routine data collection, which can tolerate a relatively large latency but may introduce a heavy average traffic. Although nontimeconstrained packets can tolerate a relatively large latency, they usually require a certain guaranteed bandwidth of the network. Because of limited station buffers, failure to do so will cause loss of packets. Thus, it is practically important to address the problem of maximizing the guaranteed throughput for nontime-constrained packets while meeting the delivery deadlines for time-constrained packets, which is the subject of this paper.
Several researchers reported different ways of setting parameters in LAN protocols to meet various service requirements [3]- [5] . Among these, the method proposed by Jayasumana et al. [3] is the most closely related to the problem stated above. Under a certain assumption about the traffic of time-constrained packets generated by each individual station, they showed the way of setting parameters in an IEEE 802. 4 token bus such that the deadlines of time-constrained packets can be met while guaranteeing a certain average throughput for nontime-constrained packets. They also claimed that their results can be easily extended to cover the FDDI networks. However, since there is more than one medium access protocol which can meet the requirements of timeconstrained packets, one can raise the following two questions:
Which of the various existing medium access protocols is better suited for mixed time-constrained and nontimeconstrained communications? Is it possible to design a protocol which is best suited for mixed time-constrained and nontime-constrained communications? By "better (best) suited" we mean that the network guarantees a higher (the highest) throughput for nontime-constrained packets while ensuring all time-constrained packets to meet their deadlines.
We shall first analyze the suitability of two adopted LAN protocols, the IEEE 802.4 token bus and the FDDI token ring, for mixed time-constrained and nontime-constrained packets. This part of the work is somewhat similar to that of [3] , but possesses the following two notable differences:
We are concerned with the problem of maximizing the guaranteed throughput for nontime-constrained packets while satisfying the requirements of time-constrained packets. By comparing the maximum guaranteed throughputs of different protocols, one can determine which of the protocols is best suited for mixed time-constrained and nontime-constrained packets.
We make an assumption about the traffic of timeconstrained packets of the whole network, rather than that of each individual station. As will be explained later, this assumption is less restrictive than the one used in [3] . Also, we do not need to assume the network to be symmetric or partially symmetric.* In the second part of this paper, we shall propose a timetoken medium access protocol which provides a higher guaranteed throughput for nontime-constrained packets than all the LAN protocols considered while retaining the ability of meeting the deadlines of time-constrained packets. We also show that this protocol is optimal among a set of token passing protocols in the sense that it provides the maximum guaranteed throughput for nontime-constrained packets. This paper is organized as follows. Section I1 gives the problem formulation and definitions of some terms necessary for our discussion. Section I11 shows the ways of tuning IEEE 802.4 and FDDI protocols. A new, optimal protocol is presented and evaluated in Section IV. Performances of different protocols are compared in Section V. The paper concludes with Section VI.
*As was defined in [3] , a network is said to be partially symmetric if the traffic of a given class is symmetrically distributed among the devices generating that class of traffic but need not be present at all the network nodes.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
We shall study a class of medium access protocols called token passing protocols (TPP's) which have the following features.
1) A token circulates among all N stations of a budring network in a round-robin fashion. Only the station possessing the token has the right to transmit packets. The token passing time from one station to the next is a constant3, Tt.
2) Each station has timers to control how long this station and each priority class may use the channel once the station captures the token. When the timers expire or there are no packets to transmit, the token is passed over to the next station.
3) The packets transmitted by a station are seen (possibly after certain amounts of delay as in a ring network) by all other stations in the network. Thus, every station knows how long every other station takes to transmit packets.
Most of the existing token-controlled medium access protocols [6] , such as the IEEE 802.4 token bus, the IEEE 802.5 reservation-based token ring, and the FDDI timer-based token ring, are TTF"s. So, the definition of TPP is quite general. In the rest of this paper, packets are grouped into two classes: time-constrained (called class A), and nontime-constrained (called class B). Class A packets require a guaranteed medium access delay and class B packets require a guaranteed throughput .
The medium access delay of a packet is defined as the time period between its generation at a station and the beginning of its transmission. The hard real-time communication problem in a token passing network is to design a token passing protocol such that all class A packets have the medium access delay less than/equal to a given constant DA. A necessary condition under which a token passing protocol meets this requirement is that the token must visit each station at least once every DA units of time. Otherwise, a packet arrived at a station just after the station passed the token to its next station would miss its deadline. The above condition becomes a sufficient one if the token passing protocol is designed such that each station is given enough time to transmit all class A packets generated since the token's last visit to the station. To achieve this goal. certain assumptions must be made about the class A traffic. The authors of [3] made the following assumption.
AO)
If the token visits each station at least once every D A units of time, then the time needed for a station to transmit all its class A packets generated since the token's last visit to the station is less than/equal to a constant Ts, such that NATS 5 D A -NTt where N is the total number of stations in the network, NA is the number of stations that have class A packets to transmit, Tt is the token passing time, and D A is the required access delay bound of class A packets as defined above.
Note that D A -NTt is the time available for transmitting packets over the bushing during one complete rotation of the token if the rotation period equals DA. So, the maximum required transmission time for class A packets NATS must not exceed this value.
We assume that the variations of token passing times are negligibly small relative to the average packet transmission time.
The physical meaning of AO) is that each station's average rate of generating class A packets over a time period D A is bounded above by T S~D A , and the total rate of class A packets generated by the entire system does not exceed the transmission capacity of the bus. In this paper, we shall use only the latter part of the assumption as stated below.
AI) If the token visits each station at least once every D A units of time, then the summation over N consecutive stations of the time needed for each station to transmit all its class A packets generated since the token's last visit to the station is less than/equal to a constant TA, such that
To clarify the meaning of Al), let T A~(~) denote the time needed for station k to transmit all its class A packets during the token's nth visit to the station, and T B~(~) denote the time station k uses to transmit the class B packets during the token's nth visit to the station, k = 0 , . . . , N -1, n = 1,2,. . .. 
Satisfaction of AO) implies that of Al). So, Al) is less restrictive than AO). There are two advantages of using Al). First, the network does not have to be symmetric, i.e., different stations may have different generating rates of class A packets. Secondly, related station, e.g., those are engaged in interactive voice communication, can be grouped together to make more efficient use of the network bandwidth. In other words, one only needs to provide an upper bound of the class A traffic of the group, which is usually smaller than the summation of the traffic bounds over all individual stations. In this paper, we assume the generation of class A packets satisfies Al) unless specified otherwise.
Most existing token passing protocols can satisfy the access delay requirement of class A packets under assumption Al), but the their capability to accommodate class B packets could be significantly different. In order to compare different protocols, we propose a measure of this capability-the guaranteed throughput for class B packets-which is defined as the minimum throughput4 achievable under the condition that at least one station has an infinite length queue for class B packets, and class A packets satisfy assumption Al).
The above definition of guaranteed throughput can be elaborated as follows. If the offered load of class B packets (i.e., the time needed to transmit class B packets generated by all stations in a time period T divided by T ) is low, the network can usually transmit all packets without any packet loss. As the offered load increases, the network will gradually saturate and one or more stations will have infinite length queues for class B packets. So, the throughput under the condition that at least one station has an infinite length queue actually gives a value of the offered load above which the network could saturate. This value varies with the traffic volume of
In this paper, by "throughput" we mean the normalized average throughput which is defined as limr,,
T ( P ) / T where T ( P ) denotes the time used to transmit packets during a time period T .
class A packets and the arrival pattern of class B packets. The guaranteed throughput is therefore the minimum of this value. Based on this definition, the network will never get saturated if the offered load of class B packets is below the guaranteed throughput. The value of the guaranteed throughput for class B packets gives the network designer the useful information about how much class B packets can be safely transferred across the network.
With the above assumptions and definitions, we can now state the following two problems.
1) For the IEEE 802.4 token bus and the FDDI token ring, set the parameters of their timer mechanisms to maximize the guaranteed throughput for class B packets while ensuring all class A packets to meet their deadlines.
2) Design an optimal token passing protocol which gives the maximum guaranteed throughput for class B packets among all TPP's and simultaneously satisfies the timing requirements of class A packets.
The first problem is to show how to tune existing LAN protocols for both time-constrained and nontime-constrained communications, and the second is to show how to build a new, optimal protocol.
TUNING OF EXISTING LAN PROTOCOLS
As mentioned earlier, most of the existing token-controlled medium access protocols are TPP's. So, the essential difference of the medium access control policies used by these protocols lies in the timer mechanisms employed. In this section, we shall examine and compare the timer mechanisms of the IEEE 802.4 token bus and the FDDI token ring protocols and show how their parameters can be set to meet the access delay requirements of class A packets and simultaneously maximize the guaranteed throughput for class B packets.
A. IEEE 802.4 Token Bus
The timer mechanism used in the IEEE 802.4 token bus protocol works as follows.
Rule 1) All N stations in the network are numbered as 0,1, . . . , N -1. Each station has two timers: the token-holdingtimer, Timerl, and the token-rotation-timer, Timed. At the startup of the system, station 0 has the token and Timer2 at station k is set to ( N -k)Tt where Tt is the token passing time.s Rule2) Timerls count down and Timer2s count up. Whenever a station gets the token, its Timerl is set to the token-holding-time Ts. The station is allowed to transmit class A packets until all of them are transmitted or its Timerl expires,6 whichever occurs first.
Rule 3) After a station finishes transmitting class A packets, set its Timerl := T~-Timer2, and reset Timer2 := 0 where TR is the target token-rotation-time. The station is allowed to transmit class B packets until all of them are transmitted or its Timerl expires, whichever occurs first. It then passes the token to the next station.
Recall that T A~(~) ( T B~(~) )
denotes the time station k used to transmit class A (class B) packets during the token's nth visit to the station. Fig. 1 illustrates the operation of the IEEE 802.4 token bus. A station is allowed to transmit class A packets for a time period up to Ts, and class B packets for a time period up to max(0, TR -T } where T is the time period from the beginning of Qk ( n -1) to that of 7~~ (n), and TS and TR are the token-holding-time and the target tokenrotation-time which need to be set before the operation of the network.
In the IEEE 802.4 token bus protocol, a station is allowed to finish transmitting the current packet even if its Timerl expires. In some other protocols, like the IEEE 802.5 and FDDI, a station is allowed to transmit a packet only if the transmission can be completed before Timerl expires. Thus, the exact performance of the system depends on the distribution of packet lengths. Jayasumana et al. [3] attempted to analyze this exact performance. Let ta and t A denote the maximum and mean values of the time needed to transmit a class A packet. They claim that if there are many class A packets to transmit, the maximum and mean times a station would use to transmit class A packets are Ts +ta and Ts + t~, respectively. However, we found that this is not always true. For example, suppose all class A packets are of fixed size which need 5 units of time to transmit and Ts is set to 12. Then, if class A queues are heavily populated, rl2/51 = 3 class A packets are always transmitted during each token's visit to a station. Thus, the maximum and mean times a station would use to transmit class A packets are 15 units of time which is not equal to TS + ta = 17. In order to avoid these trivial details, we assume in this paper that packet length is relatively small as compared to the token-holding-time Ts, thus making the residual effect negligible.
The following theorem shows how to set the parameters Ts and TR in the IEEE 802.4 token bus protocol to satisfy the timing requirements of class A packets and simultaneously maximize the guaranteed throughput of class B packets. To prove ii), we first prove that for any constant TR, TR 5 D A -TA is also a necessary condition to meet the access delay requirement of class A packets. Recall that a necessary condition to meet the access delay requirement of class A packets is that the token must visit each station at least once every D A units of time. Suppose TR is set to be larger than DA -TA. From Fig. 1, in case no 
Solving UB from this equation, we get the guaranteed throughput for the IEEE 802.4 token bus
A couple of remarks on the above theorem are in order. 1) From Theorem 1, if assumption Al) holds, the tokenholding-time TS can be assigned an arbitrarily large value without affecting the network performance. This means that a station does not have to restrict the transmission of its class A packets as long as the generation of class A packets of the network abides by the discipline as stated in assumption Al). Actually, keeping a class A packet from transmission during the current token's visit will result in the missing of the packet's deadline.
For practical applications, however, some mandatory restrictions on the transmission of class A packets is necessary in order to prevent a malfunctioning station from holding the token indefinitely. The simplest way is to set TS = TA/NA, Le., to allow each station the same amount of time to transmit its class A packets. This is equivalent to using assumption AO). Since we have used a less restrictive assumption Al), more flexible ways of restricting the transmission of class A packets are also possible. As stated in Section 11, we can group a set of related stations together and restrict the total transmission time of this group during each token's rotation. This results in a more flexible way to allocate the network's bandwidth to class A packets and increases the network's efficiency.
2) From the proof of Theorem 1, the guaranteed throughput for class B packets is calculated when only one station has an infinite length queue of class B packets. If the traffic pattern of the network is symmetric, i.e., all stations have many class B packets to transmit, then the guaranteed throughput can be increased to This means the throughput for class B packets in the IEEE 802.4 token bus protocol is sensitive to the distribution of class B packets.
B. FDDI Token Ring
The timer mechanism used in the FDDI token ring works as follows.
Rule I ) All N stations in the network are numbered as 0,1, . , N-1. Each station has two timers: the token-holdingtimer, Timerl, and the token-rotation-timer, Timer2 At the startup of the system, Timer2 at station k is set to (N -k)Tt and station 0 has the token. RuZe2) Timer2 counts up. The token is said to be lute at a station if the station's Timer2 counts up to TR before the token arrives at the station. If the token is late, a station's Timer2 is reset to 0 when it reaches TR. Otherwise, Timerl is set to T~-Timer2 and Timer2 is reset to 0 when the station gets the token.
Rule 3) Station k , 0 5 k 5 N -1, is allowed to transmit class A packets for a time period up to fkTR when it gets the token where f k is the percentage of the bandwidth station k reserved to transmit its class A packets. If the token is late, the station passes the token to the next station immediately after it finishes transmitting class A packets. Otherwise, its Timerl starts counting down and the station is allowed to transmit class B packets until all of them are transmitted or its Timerl expires, whichever occurs first. It then passes the token to the next station.
The operations of the FDDI Token Ring are shown in Fig. 2 where T' = T is Timer2 was reset at time tl, otherwise T' = t -to is the last time Timer2 was reset before tl. Proof: In the same way as that of the proof of Theorem 3, it can be proved that the maximum value of the token rotation time T equals TR + TA. Thus, by setting TR 5 DA -TA, the token rotation time T 5 DA. Together with the assumption that f k is set to be fkTR 2 TA, the proof of i) follows.
To prove ii), we use a simplification of the FDDI protocol as proposed in [7] in which the transmission time of class B packets is restricted by max(0,TR -T} instead of max(0,TR -T'} (see Fig. 2 ). Since T' 2 T, with the same setting of TR, the simplified protocol has a higher (or equal) throughput for class B packets than that of the standard FDDI.
In the same way as that of the proof of Theorem 1, it can be proved that the simplified FDDI protocol satisfies the time requirement of class A packets by setting TR 5 DA -TA and fkTR 2 TA, and its guaranteed throughput for class B packets reaches its maximum UB,,,,~,~ by setting TR = DA -TA. Thus, we proved that the guaranteed throughput for the standard
0
The simplified version of FDDI can be implemented by resetting Timer2 at the time a station captures the token no matter whether the token is late or not. In [7] , it was claimed that the simplified FDDI guarantees sufficient responsiveness and capacity for the transmission of class A traffic, and it may provide improved responsiveness to class B transmissions. The proof of the above theorem supports this claim.
From Theorem 2, we also see that the timer mechanism of IEEE 802.4 is at least as good as that of the FDDI in satisfying the access delay requirement for class A packets and providing guaranteed throughput for class B packets. By comparing Figs. 1 and 2 , the timer mechanism of the simplified FDDI protocol is similar to that of the IEEE 802.4. So, in general, we expect the IEEE 802.4 protocol to provide a higher throughput for class B packets than that of the standard FDDI.
It is worth stressing that we are comparing the timer mechanisms of different protocols, not the networks on which the protocols are used. By saying the IEEE 802.4 token bus in better than the FDDI token ring, we actually mean that if one uses the timer mechanism of an IEEE 802.4 token bus for an FDDI token ring, the token ring will provide a higher throughput for class B packets. There is no way one can directly compare an IEEE 802.4 token bus network with an FDDI token ring network, since the latter has a much higher bandwidth than the former. fkTR 2 TA, k = 0,1, * * * , N -1, and TR 5 DA -TA.
FDDI is upper bounder by U B~~~,~.

IV. OPTIMAL TOKEN PASSING MULTIPLE-ACCESS PROTOCOL
In this section, we propose a new timer mechanism for the token passing protocols to achieve higher throughput for class B packets. First, let us consider the operations of IEEE 802.4 token bus to see how the throughput for class B packets could possible be increased. As shown in Fig. 1 , the transmission times of class B packets are controlled by the target token-rotation-time TR. The larger TR is, the more class B packets could be transmitted. However, TR cannot be set too large since class A packets require the token rotation period to be no larger than DA. Thus, the maximum constant value TR = D A -TA was found (Theorem 1) to ensure the required token rotation period.
However, this maximum value of TR is very conservative in the sense that is set statically to ensure the token rotation period with the worst case traffic pattern (see the proof of Theorem 1). Actually, TR could be set larger under other situations. An intuitive observation is that if the total time the stations used to transmit class B packets during one token's rotation is kept below D A -TA -NTt (TA and NTt units of time are reserved for the transmission of class A packets and the token, respectively), then the token rotation period will not exceed DA. From Fig. 1 , this is equivalent to increasing a station's TR dynamically by the amount of time which has been used to transmit class B packets during the last token's visit. The idea is formalized and proved in the following theorem. Proof: The modified IEEE 802.4 protocol is shown in Fig. 3 . As stated in Section 11, all class A packets will be transmitted before their deadlines if (Cl) the token visits each station at least once every D A units of time, and (C2) a station is given enough time to transmit all class A packets generated since the token's last visit to the station.
To prove C1, let Timer2r,(n) be the station k's value of Timer2 during the token's nth visit to the station. Let -N ) , the modified protocol allows more class B packets to be transmitted in each token's rotation than the standard IEEE 802.4. So it can provide a higher throughput for class B packets than the standard protocol. Actually, the modified protocol is not its class A packets.
only superior to the standard IEEE 802.4 in this case, but also to any token passing protocols (TPP's) in the sense that it has the highest guaranteed throughput for class B packets. For this reason, we call the modified protocol as the "optimal"
TPP when T ( m ) is set to D A -TA + T A (~) + T B (~ -N ) .
To prove its optimality, we first calculate an upper bound of guaranteed throughput for token passing protocols, and then show that the optimal one reaches this upper bound.
Recall that the guaranteed throughput for class B packets is defined as the minimum throughput achievable under the condition that at least one station has an infinite queue of class B packets. Let T be the maximum average token rotation period achievable under the condition that at least one station has an infinite length queue of class B packets. From the assumption Al) about the class A traffic, the maximum class A throughput is UA = TA/DA. Then, the guaranteed throughput for class B packets is UB The following theorem shows that this upper bound is reached by the optimal TPP.
Theorem 4: The optimal TPP has a guaranteed throughput for class B packets
Proof: Suppose station k has as an infinite length queue of class B packets. As shown in Fig. 3 , the throughput for class B packets during the time period T ( m ) is
As proved in Theorem 3, the token rotation time T ( m ) 2
Since station k has an infinite length queue of class B packets,
On the other hand, m-1
We get
On the other hand, UB cannot be larger than U B~~~~~ for any token passing protocol. We conclude that the guaranteed throughput for class B packets of the optimal TPP UB,,~ =
The optimal token passing protocol is, easy to implement. One bit in the header of every packet is needed to distinguish a class A packet from a class B packet. On a standard IEEE 802.4 token bus, two modifications are needed: 1) Timer2 is reset when a station finishes transmitting its class B packets (in the standard IEEE 802.4, this is done when a station finishes transmitting class A packets). 2) When a station senses a class A packets being transmitted, it stops the counting of its Timed. The counting of Timer2 is resumed when the station senses the transmission of class B packets or the token.
The optimal TPP can also be implemented on a standard FDDI token ring network with the same two modifications. In this case, however, "a station senses the transmission of class A packets" means that the station is forwarding or transmitting class A packets.
In addition to providing as much throughput for class B packets as possible, it is sometimes desirable that the network provides fairness to class B traffic [8] . In other words, if all stations have many class B packets to transmit, each station should have equal throughput for class B packets.
If we set T R (~) = DA -TA + T A (~) in our optimal token passing protocol, i.e., resetting Timer2 at the time when a station receives the token instead of when a station passes the token, it can be proved in the same way as [8] that the protocol provides fairness to class B traffic. The modified optimal TPP continues to provide a higher throughput for class B packets than IEEE 802.4, since T R (~) 2 DA -TA still holds. However, the guaranteed throughput for class B packets becomes
Clearly, U B~, ,~,~ 5 UB,,, opt < So the fairness of the modified optimal protocol is achieved at the cost of some loss in the throughput for class B packets. 
PACKETS UNDER DIFFERENT PRO'IOCOLS
The fairness of the modified protocol is achieved by restricting a station's transmission of class B packets if it had transmitted a lot of them during the previous token's visit. Actually, the protocol still provides fairness to class B traffic even is this restriction is applied once every n token visits, We assume the required access delay for class A packets DA = 20 ms. Table I shows the guaranteed throughput for class B packets that the above network can provide using medium access protocols and under different class A traffic conditions UA = T A / D A . " X means the network cannot provide any guaranteed throughput for class B packets. The last column of the table shows the throughput for class B packets of the IEEE 802.4 under symmetric class B traffic condition, i.e., when every station has an infinite length queue for class B packets.
As expected, the optimal TPP outperforms the IEEE 802.4. TABLE I1 THE GUARANTEED THROUGHPUT UB FOR NONTIME-CONSTRAINED
PACKETS UNDER DIFFERENT P R~L S
class B packets to transmit. This shows that our optimal TPP is quite insensitive to the distribution of class B packets. The second example used the normal FDDI token ring configuration 161: effective bandwidth of the ring = 100 Mb/s, number of station N = 1000 with a 200 km ring, length of the token = 22 symbols, token passing time = 2 ps. We assume the required access delay for class A packets is DA = 20 ms.
The results obtained for this example are similar to that of Example 1 and are shown in Table 11 .
VI. CONCLUSION
Addressed in this paper is the problem of handling both time-constrained (class A) and nontime-constrained (class B) packets in local area networks. For the existing LAN protocols, the IEEE 802.4 token bus and the FDDI token ring, we showed the way of setting protocol parameters to maximize the guaranteed throughput for class B packets while meeting access deadlines of class A packets. We also showed how the timer mechanisms of these two widely used protocols can be easily modified to derive an optimal medium access protocol which renders the highest guaranteed throughput for class B packets among all token passing protocols. Thus, the results in this paper are useful for either tuning existing communication protocols or building of new one. Numerical examples are also given for the purpose of performance comparison.
Our future work will focus on the generalization of the model to include different types of time-constrained packets (e.g., packets with different delay requirements) and applications to real-life problems.
